Minutes
RCA Board of Directors
July 21, 2020
Meeting called to order at 6:30pm
Roll Call: Steve, Jennifer, Chelsea, Jackie, and Monica in attendance in person. Brian and Caitlyn were in attendance via google meetings. ARB members George, Pete, and Rob also present for the meeting. Absent from the ARB was Troy Martin. Curt and Jim Marino were also present for the meeting. 
Observers: Kyle Cataldo, Regis Pollard, Shay Snap
Guests in attendance: Riverton Knolls management (Anna Clemens and Kelli Cruz), Nicholas DeLeo, Bob Kwiecien, Diane Conley, and Tom Torpey subbing for Michael Black.  Absent from requested attendance was Nicholas Cosentino. 
Guest Concerns:
Riverton Knolls speaker Kelli Cruz shared complaints including: The BOD/ARB's online presence and tone, they feel communication has been poor at best and they feel "jostled around", would like a clear understanding of the lines of communication and chain of command, would also appreciate a break down of who to contact and when i.e; BOD vs. ARB, they expressed wishes for Riverton Knolls residents to follow riverton knolls rules and not Riverton's rules as a whole and would like this to be mutually respectful, they would like a clear understanding of the violation resolution time frame so that they can avoid getting fines, Kelli expressed her dissatisfaction with Weichert and agreed to send any Email chains referencing her specific complaints for the BOD's review, Riverton Knolls is having an issue with perceived illegal dumping on their land and wanted to know who would be responsible for dealing with this, Anna addresses question of the maintenance reserve fund appearing on the assessment, Anna also asks about whose property the large tire divets are on and who is responsible for fixing it, they also expressed concern for pool usage next year and in the future, lastly Riverton Knolls has requested a breakdown of our expenses. 
BOD response:  The communication issue and chain of command has been addressed. There are no private emails given out for any of the BOD or ARB members. RK states they have the BOD and ARB public emails and have had them now for the past 2 weeks and will continue to use them to contact us as needed. In general Jim Marino explained that the standard chain of command is to contact the management company first, Weichert, and they would filter the emails or communication to the appropriate parties. RK would contact the ARB directly if they had questions regarding violations, fines, and/or exterior change approvals. To submit any complaints they should use the appfolio app. RK should contact the BOD for any issues pertaining to questions about by-laws, covenants, finance, and creating groups for community use. The office should be contacted for any issues concerning the day to day function of RCA. If needed those issues would filter appropriately to the BOD or ARB. RK has a private meeting scheduled with the ARB on 7/28/2020 where they can go over the breakdown of the violation resolution time frame and any other ARB specific concerns. Kelli has submitted the email chain in question and it has been reviewed. Kelli was encouraged to bring any perceived illegal dumping issues to their legal counsel for guidance on how to handle the situation.  Anna's question regarding the presence of the maintenance reserve fund on the assessment was addressed by  Steve, RCA legally has to include this breakdown on the assessment for tax purposes. It was not done in prior years but that was not correct practice and has been rectified. In regards to property lines and concerns for who owns what i.e; RCA vs. RK vs. Town of Henrietta this is a very large project the BOD, Weichert, and Jim Marino have been working on for months. Jim Marino explained that the property line issue is taking so long to address because we have to pull tax IDs for certain properties and the development subdivision map to fully get a picture of who truly owns what. The pool usage was discussed and RK was assured that the changes/ restrictions that are in effect for 2020 are for this year only. The meeting agenda provided included an income and expense statement detailed breakdown. In addition RK has been signed up for the monthly news letter which includes a breakdown of expenses for that month. The class B BOD position is available and RK has expressed interest in possibly filling it. 
Nicholas DeLeo:  Concerned with the new property lines project and the change to what RCA is standardly maintaining. He and other neighbors in his area are under the impression they are "grandfathered in"  to the community and its past landscaping/ mowing practices. He also states the communication of this change was poor at best and they would have appreciated a better explanation of why the grass and bushes would no longer be maintained and they would have appreciated a better timeline for this notice. Mr. DeLeo also expressed concern for a dead tree on his property and how Riverton was to remove it as "he did not plant this tree". Lastly upon evaluating  the provided income and expense statement in the meeting agenda, Mr. DeLeo became upset at the amount he perceived we were paying Weichert monthly and questioned what he was getting for this amount of money. 
BOD response:  RCA is working on a property lines project to obtain strict guidelines on what RCA, residents, and town of Henrietta own. With this project changes are occuring. The purpose of this project is to maintain clear boundaries of ownership, decrease costs to residents by not maintaining areas we do not own, and decrease RCA's liability in maintaining areas we do not own. Unfortunately no one is "grandfathered in". Jim Marino goes on to explain why this is the case; When any property is maintained long term by another individual or group the current owners open themselves up to the potential for "adverse possession" of that property. There for the continued maintenance of another's property is not in the best interest of the individual homeowners. RCA also has no desire to acquire this added property. RCA will only be maintaining the common areas for uniformity. The BOD did offer to send out a survey to all residents asking for a vote on this matter from the entire community, details to follow. Jim Marino also addresses that residents are legally responsible for maintaining their own property. This includes any trees, bushes etc on said property regardless if the current owner planted them or not. Jim Marino addressed this specifically with Mr. DeLeo and it seemed to be resolved. Covenants article 6.9 can be referenced as needed. The issue of lack of/and or poor communication was heard and understood and will be a top priority for the BOD, ARB, and Weichert going forward. Mr. DeLeo's concerns regarding Weichert's salary were addressed. There was confusion in the provided income and expense statement because in June Weichert was paid in bulk for multiple past months, this was not their actual monthly rate which Mr. DeLeo assumed. The BOD, ARB, and Jim Marino also all gave examples of the many things Weichert has done for our community since coming on board. This includes but is not limited to: Updating and organizing all forms of recording data for the office so that the next round of board members can easily transition in, bringing all technology  and documentation to current day standards and moving away from a "sticky note" system kept by prior management, finding bills/fees we as an association were paying that were null and void or dummy accounts and helping us close them, helping define boundaries for the association and giving us structure in general, etc. 
Bob Kwiecien:  Asked for breakdown on pool usage/ expenses,  asked for explanation of lifeguards vs. pool managers, would like to know what is being done pro-actively to enforce ARB violations. 
BOD response:  Pool usage has been abnormally low this year, despite the membership being free. The addition of Riverton Knolls being added this year to the pool allowance was investigated with the attorney and the health department and does not seem feasible for the 2020 season. This is due to the changes in both staff and policy/procedure that would be required due to Covid 19. Pool managers were chosen this year specifically because they were easier to come by than formally trained lifeguards, and require less staffing therefore saving the community money, the pool company we employ to maintain the pools is in charge of testing water and chemicals. This year is not the norm and all pool practices are subject to change next season. 
Tom Torpey subbing for Michael Black:  Most of Mr. Torpey's topics had been addressed by prior residents i.e.; the discontinued mowing/landscaping, the dead tree on Mr. DeLeo's property, and budget transparency. He did have the additional concern of being elderly and having to mow the additional area behind his home, and he inquired about what the $400 a year assessment fee got the community. 
BOD response:  The BOD acknowledged Mr. Torpey's concern and reiterated a survey would be going out to residents to vote on the continued mowing/landscaping of a select group of residential properties. It was also discussed how much it would be to add mowing/landscaping of residential properties  to the assessment like Cross Creek has for example, this was found to be approximately an extra $230/month. Our $400 yearly assessment goes towards the continued maintenance of the common areas and paths, maintenance of pools and basket courts, day to day function of RCA, as well salaries of the varied staff who keep RCA functioning, among other odds and ends.
Diane Conley:  Her issues were also addressed by prior residents. She also attended the meeting to understand the changes being made throughout the community and why. Diane was also able to offer us some insight into some past mailbox and plowing issues we have had.
BOD response: The BOD thanked Diane for her attendance and appreciated her feedback and support. Diane was able to shed light on the restrictions the postal workers face while delivering mail in suboptimal weather conditions. When Weichert took over they realized the mailboxes were not insured, each mailbox is very costly, so it was great foresight to get these protected. We did hire a plow company last year to come out and plow in front of the mail boxes once the snow reaches over 3 inches. The snow only reached this level once last year. There was an issue with the town plowing snow in front of some of the mail boxes while plowing the streets. There has been discussion on contracting our plow company to plow after the town goes through so that these areas remain clear. This will be discussed further in the coming months to ensure safety of mail carriers and timely delivery of mail.
Regular Meeting Minutes: 
Joining the meeting as observers were Kyle Cataldo, Regis Pollard, and Shay Snap. There is 1 open BOD spot and 1 open ARB spot. We went over the basics of each committee and made sure each potential member understood they could only join if they were in good standing and that were no "freebees" or anything to gain from joining other than being a part of and bettering the community. 
This was Brian's last night as secretary of the BOD. 
Steve made a motion to Vote Jackie Kitto to the position of Treasurer and Chelsea Clark to the position of Secretary, Monica seconded the motion, all in favor. 
We need to remove Brian from the bank account and add Chelsea to the account. 
Brian makes a motion to take himself off the bank account and add Chelsea to the account. All in favor. 
Chase Card: Jim Marino is helping us close the chase credit card account that is still in Jordans name. We wish to do this to stop repetitive charges we are not using i.e. Adobe. We have attempted to contact Jordan numerous times regarding this and now have to involve Jim Marino. Jim Marino agreed to speak with Chase regarding this and to advise us what we should do regarding the balance of 12,000 points of the card. 
Bank Accounts: The bank account goes from operating account to maintenance fund on the 15th and 30th. We have a seperate savings account but don't use it for anything so Jim Marino suggested we add it to the maintenance reserve fund if the bank doesn't require us to have a savings account. Therefore we would close that extra account once funds are transferred. 
Bookkeeper: New book keeper was hired and will be up to date by the end of July.
Budget and expense report attached. 
Vacant Land: The 2nd Witel account is technically vacant land. Do we charge vacant land an assessment? If so, how do we determine the rate for vacant land without square footage. We need a standard of operation. 
-Voted no, to not charge vacant land. All in favor.
Assessment: The assessment went out July 1st and there have been lots of calls and questions to the office. There are numerous residences we can not contact. Kurt offered to go to each residence in question and post the assessment to the door with photo evidence to prove it was delivered, as a last resort. Some are companies, some are renters. 
There are 41 residents with email but no phone, 74 residents with no email but do have phone numbers listed, and 31 with no email and no phone. 
Jean: Jean has been approved for an extra hour of work daily to process checks, and do office work before phones begin. This has been working well. Jean is also still working on transferring quick book notes and has 20 left. Then we can switch to uploading old ledgers to appfolio from quickbooks. 
Google Drive: This is a work in progress. Everything new is actively being added and past items are 95% uploaded. 
Past Due ARB fines: We have 83 fines out there due to people not paying since January or February. Most of the past due fines are accrued late fees. 
Liens/ Collections: MLG has all the liens. All collections are on hold due to Covid. 
Pool usage 2020: Pool usage for 2020 is only "zoned" for residential residents this year, i.e. single family homes. This is due to the restrictions brought about by Covid 19 and for no other reason. Riverton Knolls is considered a commercial property and therefore was restricted this year. We have asked Jim Marino to reach out to Riverton Knolls management to explain this is in further detail.
Lifeguards: They will be returning next year. Lifeguards are required for commercial properties and for paid memberships. Due to not being able to include commercial residents this year and that the pool was free of charge, we were able to utilize pool managers this year. 
Lap Pool: Why is it closed? The circulation skimmer leaks, therefore it can't keep the pool clean. We reached out LDL and they stood us up for 4 weeks due to us not purchasing our pool chemicals through them. We had to obtain a new company and they are coming this week. 
Basketball Court: The gates keep getting propped open. We are getting an assessment this week on a new gate/ lock system. 
Lawn: Waiting to find out who is responsible for the sign on the corner, Crossroads abstract was contacted. Riverton is made up of multiple subdivisions. Lawn/ mowing vote will be going out to all residents in August. 
Lake Pamela: We still do not own it. Therefore, we still can not legally mow it due to liability reasons. The company that owns it is in foreclosure on this property. Kurt states Lake Pamela was briefly looked at by the town, and they did attempt to drain some of it. 
Votes: Caitlyn will be sending out a vote via appfolio regarding the question of a military discount for renting the community center. 
We approved a one time blanket approval for the tree trimming on Partridgeberry Way. We authorized this with a letter of approval.
We authorized approval to purchase a chainsaw.
We authorized the use of the maintenance reserve fund for the emergency removal of bees at the pool backflow site. 
We authorized 4 dead pine trees to be cut down. 
Garbage tote vote will go out in August as well as the mowing vote. 

Meeting Adjourned at 9:03pm. Jennifer made a motion to adjourn and Steve seconded this motion. 






